Report on committed massacres by Turkish airstrikes against Afrin
From 1\3\2018 to 8\3\2018
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Non-stop Turkish jets and artillery bombardment against Afrin and the increase
numbers of displaced civilians whom houses are being threatened by destruction
over their heads, the numbers of casualties increase daily.
Since 1 March and exactly 5 March. Turkish warplanes committed two massacres in
the very same day.
The first one was in Berbenah village in Rajo district. Numbers of victims got 21
civilians most of them were women and children. Those civilians were running away
from Turkish fires into nearby villages that might be more secure, but the shelling
followed them.
Grandma Amina Mohemmed Mustafa 75 years old lost her life in Berbanah cross
road.

ten of other injured women got shrapnel in their faces.
1.Duniya Ahmed Beker (18) got injuries in her face and hand.

2.Fawziya Mohemmed Ibish (35) got injuries in her face and hand.

3.Hidayet Ali Omer (40) shrapnel in her face.

4.Dijla Ahmed Beker (26) got shrapnel in her face and hand.

5.Newroz Hesen Mustafa (35) many shrapnel in her face and she also lost one of her
eye.

6.Amina Aslan Mustafa (60) injured in her head.

7.Fatemah Aslan Mustafa (42) bruising
8.Samira Omar Shieko (55) bruising and shrapnel in her face.
9.Nazifa Hesen Mustafa (20) bruising.

10.Sultanah Maamo Maamo (42) injured in her face and head.

Eight children who are:

1.Mohemmed Ali Abed Al-Kader (12) shrapnel in his face, hand and lower limbs.

2.Mohemmed Husien Abed Al-Kader (1) year shrapnel in his left thigh.
3.Shiya Abed Al-Kader (8) injured in his face.
4.Guman Ahmed Agiry (8) injured in her face.
5.Shieko Ali Abed Al-Kader (11) shrapnel in face.
6.Fidan Ahmed Beker (17) injured in lower limbs and broken neck.
7.Gumaa Hesen Abed Al-Kader (3) injured in his eye.
8.Ali Hesen Mustafa (12) injured in face and head.

In addition to two elderly civilians:
Ahmed Hussein Musa (47) shrapnel in his face.
Mohemmed Hussein Rasho (52) shrapnel in his face.

In the same day (5th of March), the second massacre happened in Jendyras district,
Fireryah village. eight members from the same family was trying to escape Turkish
fires when they got shelled until their 3 months baby girl ( Diyana Gazy Al-Salih) died
after sever injuries in her fragile tiny body.

The rest of family member are:
1.Fauad Gazy Al-Salih ( 25) got injured in his face and head.
2.Sabah Jamal Al-Salih (25) shrapnel in the face.
3.Sibhey Gazy Al-Salih (30) shrapnel in the face and body.
4.Anwar Al-Salıh )15) shrapnel in the face.
5.Mohemmed Sibhy Al-Salih (3) injured in the head and body.
6.Khadeja Mustafa (30) injured in the upper parts and head.
7.Abed Allah Turky Dawad (18) shrapnel in the head.

The third massacre was in Afrin city , Turndeh village in the eighth of March. One
family faced one of the cruelest crime in human kind history.

Three innocent children died:
1.Husien Refat Ibrahim (13) years old.
2.Hala Refat Ibrahim (14) years old.

3.Ferhad Refat Ibrahim ( 10) years old.

4.Rashid Refat Ibrahim ( 3) years old got shrapnel in the face and side.

The mother Bınafsh Abed Al-Rhman Gımo )39) got bruising in all her body
The Turkısh attacks stıll go on and on
At the end of thıs report we apologıze for the cruılty of pıctures, and sorry to say we
couldn't get all pictures.
Once again, we call on all Human Rights Organizations in all over the world to act
immediately to stop Turkish warplanes and attacks against Afrin.
We also want to make sure that the KRC tries its best to help and save civilians
despıte the lack of medical equipment.

